Using traditional high-fidelity numerical simulation to simulate fluid flow in fractured porous media in a real field remains challenging. It involves a large number of degrees of freedom when matrix and fracture equations are solved. To address this challenge, we propose a Galerkin-free framework to construct a reduced-order model (ROM) based on the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD). Compared with the typical POD-based modeling process commonly used in previous studies, the POD-ROM can be built without performing the Galerkin projection of flow equations onto the low-dimensional space spanned by the POD basis functions. The numerical integration method was incorporated to obtain the POD time coefficients based on the flow equations solved by the conventional finite volume method. Two complex fracture cases reflecting high-contrast porous media in a two-dimensional domain were designed to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the established Galerkin-free POD-ROM. Sensitivity analysis of parameters was conducted to examine the adaptability of the ROM. The results illustrate that, compared with the fine-scale model, the ROM can significantly reduce the CPU time without compromising the quality of the numerical solutions. K E Y W O R D S fractured porous media, Galerkin-free, POD, reduced-order model J c = 1 J c = 2 J c = 3 J c = 4 6 modes T A B L E 3 B The maximum relative deviation of projective integration by using different basis functions and integration orders at different integration time ( t = 864 s,Δt c = 40 t) Flow prototype J c = 1 J c = 2 J c = 3 J c = 4 6 modes 1.7 × 10 −3 1.8 × 10 −3 1.8 × 10 −3 0.4738 integration by using different basis functions and integration orders at different integration time ( t = 864 s,Δt c = 50 t) Flow prototype J c = 1 J c = 2 J c = 3 J c = 4
| INTRODUCTION
Applications, where fractures should be seriously studied for reservoir behavior, include development of tight sandstone oil and gas reservoirs, 1 CO 2 geological sequestration, 2 and geothermal energy extraction, 3 
among others.
Fractures provide preferential flow paths and important heat transfer area in a low-permeability reservoir. Accurate and efficient simulation of flow in fractured porous media is very important for understanding and predicting subsurface fluid dynamics. 4, 5 The lengths and apertures of fractures are known to be several orders of magnitude smaller than the whole computational domain. Additionally, physical parameters such as permeability and porosity are highly heterogeneous in complex subsurface formations. Therefore, it is still challenging to solve these kinds of real-field problems using high-resolution numerical simulation methods. 6 There has been growing interest in model reduction methods, such as multiscale methods and proper orthogonal decomposition reduced-order models (POD-ROMs), to circumvent these difficulties in the simulation of flow in fractured porous media. Research on and applications of these two methods in porous media are reviewed as follows.
According to the different solving algorithms, the framework of multiscale methods, it can be divided into the multiscale finite element method (MsFEM), 7 multiscale mixed finite element (MsMFEM) 8, 9 and multiscale finite volume method (MsFVM). 6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Lunati et al 15 pointed out that in general, the MsFEM can obtain a nonconservative flux field, and the MsMFEM is conservative but involves more degrees of freedom. The MsFVM provides a locally conservative flux field and has the same number of degrees of freedom as the MsFEM for a global problem. The MsFVM was first proposed by Jenny in 2003 to simulate subsurface flow. Now, it has been extended to simulate two-phase flow and fracture-dominated flow in porous media. [11] [12] [13] [14] As indicated by previous studies, the solution procedures of the multiscale method include two main steps. First, local coarse-scale problems are solved to determine the node pressure on the corresponding coarse-scale grids. Second, the solutions are prolonged on the fine-scale grids. To realize this step, the computational domain is first divided into small overlapping sub-regions, where the basis functions (or prolongation operators) are solved. Then, the coarse cell transmissibilities are obtained using these basis functions. Finally, the obtained coarse solutions are interpolated back to the fine-scale system using the same basis functions, while the fine-scale information is preserved. 12 Although the multiscale model has made great progress, the implementation of this method is complex, and the simulation accuracy depends on the boundary conditions of local problems.
The proper orthogonal decomposition reduced-order model (POD-ROM) can reduce the number of degrees of freedom for original high-dimensional physical problems by combining the POD and the Galerkin projection method. 16, 17 It has been applied in many fields, such as turbulence flow, 16, [18] [19] [20] heat conduction and convective heat transfer, 17,21-24 two-phase flow, 25, 26 and gas flow. 27 Recently, the POD method has been extended to simulate flow in porous media. 26, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Some representative research is reviewed here. Wang et al 28 applied the POD-Galerkin modeling method to incompressible single-phase flow in porous media. Their conclusions showed that the acceleration effect is obvious with very high precision. Chaturantabut and Sorensen 29 constructed a POD-ROM for nonlinear miscible viscous fingering in a two-dimensional porous medium using the POD and the discrete empirical interpolation method. The results showed that the computational time was reduced by a factor of 1000. Ghommem et al 30 proposed a global-local model reduction approach for highly heterogeneous porous media by combining the generalized MsFEM with the POD and dynamic mode decomposition. The results showed great potential to reproduce the original flow field with good accuracy. Ghasemi and Gildin 31 established a ROM for two-phase immiscible flow to reduce the complexity of the large-scale system by using POD-based model order reduction. Li et al 26, 32 proposed a general POD-ROM for fluid flow and heat transfer in fractured geothermal reservoirs using a new projection approach.
From the foregoing review, we can conclude that there are two categories of modeling processes commonly used in the literature for POD-ROM. One is projecting the original governing equations onto the low-dimensional space spanned by the POD basis functions to construct the POD-ROM; the other is projecting the discrete matrix equations onto the POD basis functions to establish the final ROM. For both methods, the mathematical form of the ROM needs to be derived using the Galerkin projection method, which can be time-consuming. Another issue is that the basis functions must be obtained before the ROM simulation, and sometimes it is difficult to determine the proper basis functions. This issue greatly limits the application range of the POD-ROM.
In this work, to address the above problems, we used a Galerkin-free method to construct the POD-ROM for flow in fractured porous media. The Galerkin-free (or equation-free) method is designed for the efficient coarse-grained computational study of complex problems. [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] Sirisup et al 34 presented a Galerkin-free POD-assisted method to simulate the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The results demonstrated that the approach could successfully resolve complex flow dynamics at a reduced computational cost. Esfahanian and Ashrafi 35 developed a ROM of the shallow water equations using the Galerkin-free method. The conclusions showed that the ROM could reduce the computational cost about by 30% compared with the original fine-scale model in the two-dimensional case. Shinde et al 36 proposed a Galerkin-free model reduction approach for the Navier-Stokers equations. The ROM results showed good agreement with the high-fidelity numerical flow simulation. Subsequently, Shinde et al 37 extended this method to simulate the fluid-structure interaction problem. The results demonstrated that the Galerkin-free ROM procedure is robust for large mesh deformations while maintaining high accuracy. Bergmann et al 38 coupled a high-fidelity simulation and a Galerkin-free POD method for a zonal simulation of general flow fields. The obtained results from two test cases showed that the proposed approach could be applied to perform predictive simulations.
To the author's knowledge, the Galerkin-free/equation-free method is mostly used to solve periodic problems. For aperiodic problems, the accuracy and efficiency of the Galerkin-free POD-ROM are questionable. This method has never been used to accelerate the simulation of flow in fractured porous media. Therefore, combined with the POD method, we proposed a Galerkin-free model reduction methodology to reduce the computational cost for complex fracture system. This paper is organized as follows. The governing equations for fracture flow are introduced in Section 2. The development of the Galerkin-free POD-ROM is discussed in Section 3. The verification and application of the proposed models are presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded with some key points and results in Section 5.
| GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR

FRACTURE FLOWS
| Embedded discrete fracture model
As aforementioned, the fracture system plays an important role in the fluid flow of underground porous media and provides the major flow paths. Before the mathematical model is established, the fracture network needs to be characterized explicitly. Many fracture models have been developed in the past few years, such as discrete fracture network model (DFN), 39 discrete fracture model (DFM), 40 and embedded discrete fracture model (EDFM). 41, 42 In the DFN, fluid flow can only occur in the fracture medium, which means the permeability of the matrix is neglected. The DFM considers the flow to happen simultaneously in the matrix and fracture media. The fracture system is treated as the inner boundaries of the matrix cell during mesh generation. Therefore, conforming structured or unstructured grids must be used in the numerical calculations. However, when a large number of discrete fractures are predefined in the computational domain, this technology may generate a poor mesh system, which leads to large errors or miscalculation in a real calculation. As shown in Figure 1 , the EDFM considers the matrix and fracture network as two independent media. The fractures are directly embedded into the structure grids of matrix. Nonconforming grids can be used to discretize the matrix and fracture media, respectively, which allows fewer grids to be used to conduct the numerical simulation than in the DFM. The exchange flow between the matrix and fracture system is calculated by the transfer function. Therefore, the EDFM was adopted in this study to establish the flow equations for the matrix and fractures.
| Flow equations for the matrix and fractures
Considering the two-dimensional case shown in Figure 1 , the fractured porous media ( Figure 1A) is independently divided into a matrix grid part ( Figure 1B ) and a fracture network grid ( Figure 1C ). Therefore, we must use two sets of equations to describe the fluid flow in the matrix and fractures, respectively. Based on the EDFM, the total mass conservation equations for a single-phase fluid can be expressed by Equations (1) and (2).
Mass conservation equation for the matrix:
Mass conservation equation for the ith fracture: The velocity field in the matrix and fractures can be calculated by using Darcy's law.
In Equations (1)-(3) above, the superscripts m and fri represent the matrix and the fractures, respectively; c f and c r denote the coefficient of fluid and rock compressibility, respectively; t is the time; represents the porosity; p is the fluid pressure; Q W denotes the source/sink term; k is the permeability; ρ f is the fluid density; μ f represents the fluid viscosity, and g represents the gravitational acceleration.
| Matrix and fractures flow coupling
As displayed in Figure 1D , the matrix cells penetrated by the fracture segments should be treated carefully, because flow exchange between matrix and fractures occurs there. As indicated by Timothy et al, 43 the exchange flow Q fri−m in Equation (1) between the matrix and the ith fracture is calculated as Similarly, the exchange flow Q m−fri in Equation (2) can be defined as where V represents the matrix control volume; A denotes the fracture area.
For a discrete fracture segment r overlapping with matrix element ij, the connectivity index CI is calculated as 44 where A ij,r represents the area of fracture element r, and ⟨d⟩ ij,r denotes the average normal distance from the matrix to the fracture, which is defined as It is worth noting that numerical or analytical methods can be used to obtain the average distance according to Equation (7) . 45 The variable t denotes the mean total mobility of the fluid at the matrix-fracture interface. For fracture element r overlapping with matrix element ij, t can be calculated by the harmonic mean method.
Fracture intersections significantly influence the flow dynamics. Therefore, the exchange flow Q fri−frj between different fractures cannot be ignored.
where TI represents the transmissivities between different fracture intersection elements. We can use the star-delta transformation formula to calculate the transmissivities if two or more fractures intersect. 40 in which b fr i represent the fracture aperture; L i represents the length of the fracture segments; and t denotes the mean total mobility of the fluid at fracture-fracture interfaces. For fracture element r overlapping with fracture element l, t can be given as where the subscripts l and r denote the fracture segments in the ith and jth fractures, respectively.
| Discretization and solution
The typical finite volume method (FVM) is adopted to discretize the flow equations. The second-order central difference scheme is used to discretize the pressure terms in Equations (1) and (2). The first-order backward Euler scheme is adopted for the discretization of transient terms.
Considering the two-dimensional case shown in Figure 2 , for grid ij highlighted with light green, the matrix pressure equation can be expanded in the following discrete form:
Δy . Δx and Δy represent the space step in the x and y-directions, respectively; Δt denotes the time step; and w, e, s, and n represent the interfaces of the grid ij. The superscript t and t + 1 indicate the current and next time layers. Similar to the fracture equation, the discretization of the pressure equation for fracture element k can be written as where A fr is the cross-sectional area of fracture element k; b f represents the fracture aperture; and L k denotes the length of the fracture segments.
The discrete equations (12) and (13) can be reshaped into the following discrete matrix system.
where A mm and A ff contain the transmissibilities of matrix-matrix and fracture-fracture interfaces. A mf contains the transmissibilities between the matrix and fracture system (and vice versa for A fm ). q m and q fr represent the matrix and fracture system source terms.
According to the linear equation (14), we can use the iterative solver to determine the matrix and fracture pressure. However, when the fracture distributions are complex, the numerical solution will consume considerable CPU time. This issue motivated the development of the Galerkin-free reduced-order model based on the POD.
| GALERKIN-FREE POD
REDUCED-ORDER MODEL
According to the specific form of the original governing equations or discrete matrix equations, there are several ways to construct the corresponding POD reduced-order model (POD-ROM). [25] [26] [27] 32 All of these procedures must establish accurate mathematical expressions of the POD-ROM to obtain the spectral coefficients or POD time coefficients, which are needed for the reconstructions of approximation solutions. However, as the Galerkin-free POD-ROM does not require the explicit form of the POD-ROM, the calculation process can be significantly simplified. In addition, the basis functions can be obtained with the simulation process carried forward in the Galerkin-free POD-ROM. That is why we used this method in this work. We now present the details of the implementation process for the Galerkin-free POD-ROM for the fracture-dominated flow. Figure 3 , the high-fidelity numerical simulation was started at the time t = t n . The discrete matrix equation (14) with time step t was solved, and sample data (matrix and fracture pressure field) were recorded until t = t n c . 2. Based on the singular value decomposition or the "snapshot" method, the POD basis functions or POD modes could be computed. After this, high energetic modes were selected, via computing energy contributions and cumulative energy contributions of the POD basis functions. 3. The spectral coefficients of the POD modes were computed in terms of the POD theory. 4. The projective integration method was used to compute the next moment spectral coefficients with the time size Δt c = n c t. The pressure field can be written in the form of superposition of spectral coefficients and basis functions based on the fundamentals of the POD. The pressure field of matrix and fracture was computed at time t = t n c +Δt c . 5. The process was repeated from the first step until the final time was reached. A detailed illustration of the above steps is introduced in the following subsections.
As shown in
| POD basis functions
The POD method can extract a series of empirical basis functions and empirical spectral coefficients from the snapshot matrix. For any known field, such as pressure p, it can be expressed as a form of expansion of an infinite series based on the theory of POD. , we can solve the following optimization problem.
where ⟨⋅,⋅⟩ represents the ensemble average, and ( ⋅ , ⋅ ) means the Euclidean inner product. We must find (= ) to maximize the inner product with the pressure field p(t,x). The variational problem described in Equation (16) can be transformed into the following eigenvalue problems.
Here, we define a two-point correlation matrix
To reduce consumption of the computational resources, Sirovich 46-48 proposed a "snapshot" method to compute the basis functions (x ′ ). First, the following equation must be solved.
After the eigenvalue and eigenvector are obtained, the required empirical basis functions can be determined.
| Galerkin-free POD-ROM
According to the standard POD direct projection method, we can obtain an evolution equation of spectral coefficients with time. Here, we present a simplified form:
In the Galerkin-free POD-ROM framework, we do not need to know the explicit expression of the right-hand side (RHS). Specifically, we refer back to the procedure displayed in Figure 3 .
After a direct numerical simulation is performed for
the time interval Δt c , the basis functions can be obtained as described in Section 3.1. Then, the spectral coefficient is determined analytically by projecting the pressure field onto the basis functions.
2.
To determine the approximate pressure field at t = t n+1 , we should first estimate the RHS of Equation (20) using a numerical approximation at t = t n .
where J f represents the order of approximation; i represents the constant coefficients (shown in Table 1 ); and t i = t n c − j t.
3. Now, we can use the numerical integration to compute the spectral coefficients at t = t n+1 :
4. Finally, the approximate pressure field at t = t n+1 can be obtained by using the finite-term POD expansion as:
where M represents the truncation degree. From the Equation (25), we can see that the error of the Galerkin-free POD-ROM is mainly dominated by J c , t, Δt c , and Δt and that the last terms compete in opposite ways. To achieve satisfactory accuracy of the ROM, a practical trial calculation was needed to determine the value of these physical quantities for a specific problem.
| DISCUSSION AND APPLICATION OFF THE GALERKIN-FREE POD-ROM
The following two cases were designed to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the proposed Galerkin-free POD-ROM. One was an isotropic case where the permeability and porosity of matrix and fractures were distributed uniformly. The other was an anisotropic case where the computational domain was high-contrast porous media. In these two cases, a larger number of discrete fractures were predefined in the computational areas.
| Isotropic case
Considering the two-dimensional domain shown in Figure 4 , the size of the square matrix was 100 m, and 200 discrete fractures were randomly distributed in the computational domain. The structure grids were used to discretize the matrix and fractures, respectively. There were 10 000 mesh points in the matrix area, and 3770 points for fractures. The pressure at the left and right boundaries was 10 MPa and 1 MPa, respectively. Impermeable boundary conditions were applied on the top and bottom sides. The other related model parameters are displayed in Table 2 .
As discussed in Section 3.2, the error of the Galerkin-free POD-ROM is influenced by the orders of approximation J c , integration steps Δt c , and the POD basis functions. Therefore, we first studied the effects of these three factors on the accuracy and robustness of the ROM. As shown in Table 2 , we selected five different integration steps and basis functions and four different integral orders. For comparison with finescale models, we defined the relative deviation of projective integration.
where the pressure p PVM We started to record the pressure snapshots after conducting the forward simulation of 0.1 days with a time step t = 864 seconds. Then, 100 pressure samples are selected in this case. The arrangement of matrix and fracture pressure in the sample matrix referred to Li et al. 26, 32 As described in Section 3.1, we could use the "snapshot" method to compute the POD basis functions. Generally, the number of selected POD basis functions is much smaller than the total number of POD basis functions. The truncation criteria were based on energy contribution and cumulative energy contribution,
The constant coefficients, β j , for different orders of approximation 35 which are shown in Figure 5 . Higher energy contributions indicate more features of samples captured by the POD basis functions. As shown in Figure 5 , the first basis function had the highest energy contribution (97.02%) than the remaining ones. The energy contribution of the sixth basis function was only 2.97 × 10 −4 %. The first six basis functions together captured almost 99.99% of the total energy. Figure 6 shows the spatial distributions of the first sixth basis functions. It can be inferred that seepage became anisotropic because of the influence of fractures. As shown in Tables 3a-3d, the maximum relative deviation of projective integration becomes larger with increasing integration time Δt c , which means that the integration time that the Galerkin-free POD-ROM can calculate is limited. At each integration time, the maximum relative deviation of projective integration increases with increasing the order of integration J c . When J c = 2 or J c = 3, the Galerkin-free POD-ROM could reach satisfactory accuracy. However, a large integration order did not produce better results. When J c = 4, the accuracy of the ROM decreased rapidly. As indicated by Equation (25), fast decay of the POD modes resulted in a dominant error contribution of the term Δt J c c . Therefore, when the time step Δt c was fixed, the errors increase with the increase of the integration order J c . The number of basis functions also significantly affected the accuracy of the ROM. With the increase of the number of basis functions, the accuracy of the ROM first increased and then decreased. Thus, if the basis functions with very low-energy contribution, such as 10 p (5.35 × 10 −8 %) and 12 p (4.05 × 10 −10 %), are introduced into the calculation, it may bring about large numerical errors.
Order of approximation (J
Next, we investigated the effects of different matrix and fracture permeabilities and boundary pressure conditions on the accuracy of the proposed Galerkin-free POD-ROM. Other calculation parameters were unchanged with only one variable changed at a time. As discussed earlier, to ensure the accuracy and efficiency of the ROM, we used eight POD basis functions, the order of integration J c = 2, and integration time Δt c = 50 t. As displayed in Table 5 , the maximum relative deviations decreased significantly with increasing permeability of the matrix. This is because the anisotropy of pressure distribution in the computational domain decreased as the permeability of the matrix increased gradually to a small difference from the fractures, which made it easier to reconstruct and predict the flow field using the ROM. Figure 7 shows the pressure field at 1.5 days predicted using the Galerkin-free POD method compared with the fine-scale model under three reservoir permeabilities. We can clearly see that these two groups of results are in good agreement. Compared with matrix permeability, the effect of fracture permeability on the accuracy of ROM was less obvious. When the fracture permeability was k fr = 10 −11 m 2 , the ROM could achieve the highest accuracy. The change of the left boundary pressure had little effect on the accuracy of the ROM, which was almost the same under different boundary conditions. Figure 8 shows comparisons of the predicted pressure fields between the Galerkin-free POD-ROM and FVM after 0.4 days, 1 day, and 1.6 days of integration time. As shown in Figure 8 , the contour of the pressure field obtained by using POD-ROM was similar to those calculated by the FVM. In addition, the maximum relative deviations between the Galerkin-free POD-ROM and FVM after different integration times are shown in Table 6 . The deviations increased with computing time increased, which is consistent with the results of Esfahanian and Ashrafi. 35 
| Anisotropic case
As shown in Figure 9 , the computational domain and boundary conditions were similar to those of case 4.1. The number of discrete fractures in the domain was still 200, but they differed from the case described in Section 4.1. The numbers of fracture and matrix cells were 4357 and 10 000, respectively. Therefore, the total degrees of freedom were 14 357. The other numerical calculation parameters are the same as those in Table 2 .
In this case, we used the Carman-Kozeny empirical formula to generate inhomogeneous porosity and permeability fields. 49 
F I G U R E 6
The spatial distributions and energy contributions of the first sixth basis functions where C is the Kozeny constant, and τ is the tortuosity. As shown in Figure 10 , the porosity ranges from 0.2 to 0.4 with an average value of 0.3. The maximum permeability is 3.05 × 10 −17 m 2 , where the minimum value was 2.14 × 10 −18 m 2 , and the average value is 1.09 × 10 −17 m 2 .
As indicated in Section 4.1, the control parameters of the Galerkin-free POD-ROM that we set in this case included the time step t = 8640, the order of integration J c = 3, and integration time Δt c = 40 t. We use eight basis functions to predict the seepage flow. Figure 11 depicts the comparisons of the results between the proposed Galerkin-free POD-ROM and the fine-scale model solved by the FVM after 4 days, 8 days, and 15 days of integration. It can be clearly seen that the results of prediction by the ROM agreed well with those of the FVM. The maximum relative deviations under various integration times are shown in Table 7 ; these deviations increased with integration time, but can be accepted in real applications. Therefore, the validity of the POD-ROM proposed in this paper was verified.
The computational speedup of the proposed Galerkinfree POD-ROM is problem-dependent and easily influenced by many factors. In the test examples, we could control all calculation conditions of the two solution strategies to be same expect for the solvers. One was the direct solver in the POD-ROM, and the other was the iterative solver in the standard FVM algorithm because of the large-scale size of the original full-order problem. What was common between the full-order model and the ROM was that they were compiled on the MATLAB (R2016a, 64 bit) and run on a desktop computer with Windows 7, 64 GB of RAM, and an Intel Xeon E5-2640 2.60 GHz processors. Compared with the fine-scale simulation, the proposed ROM showed that computational efficiency can be increased by a factor of 4-5. Therefore, the proposed ROM can speed up the numerical simulation significantly.
| CONCLUSIONS AND
REMARK S
In this paper, we developed a POD-ROM for simulating the flow in fractured porous media using the Galerkin-free model reduction technique. The new model reduction method represents can be an alternative approach to accelerate the numerical simulation of flow in fractured porous media. The main conclusions are as follows.
1. In contrast to the traditional Galerkin POD-ROM, the proposed Galerkin-free POD-ROM has three main advantages: (a) The Galerkin-free method does not need to obtain the final expression form of the ROM and thus can avoid many mathematical deductions. The POD time coefficients can be easily calculated using numerical integration. (b) In the proposed Galerkin-free method, the basis functions can be obtained during the simulation process, where in the traditional method, the basis function must be calculated before the simulation. (c) In each numerical integration step, Galerkin-free method is used to predict the new flow field instead of reconstructing the original samples. 2. The accuracy of the Galerkin-free POD-ROM was verified for two complex fracture cases. Through parameter sensitivity analysis, we found that to ensure the accuracy and efficiency of the ROM, it is better to control the integration times Δt c = 40 ∼ 50 t under a given time step t. The orders of integration used should not be too large, J c = 2 or J c = 3 is appropriate. The number of basis functions can be truncated, when the cumulative energy contribution accounts for 99.99% of the total energy. 3. Compared with the original full-order problem solved by the FVM, the speedup ratio of the ROM can reach 4-5. However, the multiples of the acceleration of the ROM must be problem-specific. For more sophisticated cases in a three-dimensional domain, the acceleration effect would be more significant; this should be studied in future works.
Even though the proposed Galerkin-free approach may result less impressive reduction of the computational costs than the POD-Galerkin method, this methodology represents a suitable alternative to the existing model reduction method. In addition, this method does not suffer from solving a sparse or dense matrix equation when a large number of degrees of freedom are present.
